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Abstract

desire to gain transparent and integrated access to
these information sources has evolved. This desire
has triggered the development of mediator architectures [24]. A mediator (e.g. [10, 25, 21, 26]) is a
component that is able to overcome semantic heterogeneity by translating between different conceptualizations of the universe of discourse. Mediators may be specified by rules (e.g. [18]).

Mediators configured by rules allow access to heterogeneous information sources. However, the acquisition
(and maintenance) of the rules is left to the user. In
this paper, we present an integration method to support the specification of mediators. During this method
the semantic descriptions of each source, i.e. their application ontologies, are acquired. A three–step approach is proposed: First, the concepts used in different
sources are annotated with labels describing their semantics. A global terminology provides the primitive
terms of a domain which are combined with operators
known from description logics in order to build complex labels. Second, concepts from different information sources are compared if and how they semantically
correspond. In the third step, based on the semantic
correspondence determined in the second step, mediator rules can be generated. Furthermore, the integration
method can be supported by a number of assistants,
which semi–automatically integrate the sources.

But the finding of mediator specifications is a difficult and labor-intensive task that is left to the user
without sufficient support by the system. Furthermore, for an appropriate support of an integration
method by a system an explicit semantic description of each source is required. Such integration
methods rely on a common domain model (i.e. an
ontology [9]) onto which the different conceptualizations are mapped (cf. [1, 15]). But the two
major problems that ontology–based integration
methods encounter are: First, the development of
such a domain model from scratch is expensive
and difficult. Second, the scalability of such a
fixed and static common domain model is low, because the kind of information sources which can
be integrated in the future is limited.

1 Introduction and Overview

As more and more information sources are con- In this paper, we present an approach to supportnected to networks, most notably the Internet, the ing the specification of mediators. The integration
method needs a semantic description (i.e. an appliThis work has been partially supported by the German
Ministry for Education, Research and Technology under the cation ontology [22]) for each information source.
grant number 01 IS 606 B.
In contrast to other ontology–based approaches,
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application ontologies are not predefined but are
generated and maintained during the integration
process. The dynamic character of the application ontology allows the revision and extension
with respect to newly added sources. A benefit
of the method is that it can start with a very simple domain terminology which gradually gets refined during the verification and annotation process. This does not only reduce the start-up costs
but also allows to capture very subtle differences
in the underlying information sources. Furthermore, application ontologies do not need a global
agreement of all sources, which also simplifies
their development. In order to make the application ontologies comparable, they use a common
global vocabulary organized in a terminology.
The integration method itself is based on a three–
step approach: Assuming that we want to build
a mediator that translates queries posed in terms
of one information source (e.g. the one a user is
working with) into terms used by other information sources, the first step is to acquire the semantics of each source. Each information source is
described separately and without the consideration of other sources. The relationships to other
sources are considered in the next step. For the
semantic description, each concept from different
information sources is labeled with a term from a
common domain terminology acquiring implicitly
its application ontology. In the second step, concepts from different sources are semantically compared. Two concepts are related with so–called semantic inter–correspondences estimating their semantic difference. Note that these two kinds of
semantics, the domain semantics and the semantic difference, correlate. Because they are acquired separately in both steps, they can be verified against each other. In the third step, mediator rules are derived from the semantic inter–
correspondences established in Step two.
Our method does not only guide the user through
the different stages of the integration process, but
also offers the help of software assistants in all
three steps. For instance, assistants can suggest possible labels for concepts and can com2

pare equally labeled concepts. The two assistants
which will be presented here use different techniques like case–based reasoning for the label determination and abduction for the detection of the
semantic inter–correspondences.
In the following section, we present the characteristics of an mediator–based integration and compare existing integration approaches with these requirements. In the third section we describe our
method in more detail including the development
of the domain terminology and some assistants. In
the last section we give a short summary.

2 Requirements
the–Art

and

State–of–

A number of approaches in different research areas was developed for the integration of several
heterogeneous information sources (see for an
overview e.g. [4, 8]). But most do not satisfy all
requirements of a mediator–based integration, i.e.
the easy integration and removing of complete information sources (e.g. depending on their availability), selecting the desired information from a
large set of heterogeneous sources and an easy
“ad-hoc” integration task executed by the user
[24].
A rule–based mediator [18, 6] provides a sufficient base for the desired flexibility in the set of
integrated information and the “ad-hoc” integration. A rule head contains a query against the conceptualization of one information system and the
rule tail describes an equivalent query against another conceptualization. According to the modification in the set of sources the set of rules has to
be adapted. But for the rules an adequate acquisition method (i.e. integration method) is required
which corresponds to their flexibility. Moreover,
for the selection of the desired information from a
large set of sources the semantics must be considered. An explicitly represented semantic description supports both the selection of the information
and the acquisition of the rules.

Some integration methods are specialized for the
rule–based mediator specification. König–Ries
[13] presents an approach for the semi–automated
generation of mediator specifications (i.e. rules
for the TSIMMIS mediator [18]). The information sources are described by graphs. Through
comparisons of the graphs, similarities between
the sources are estimated. But the comparison is
based more on the syntax than on the semantics.
Furthermore, König–Ries provides no clear strategy for the integration process. Milo [17] also
describes information sources by graphs and provides support for the comparison of objects (i.e.
graphs). This approach also lacks a clear strategy
in guiding a user and the comparison is reduced to
the syntax.
Another group of integration approaches considers an explicit specification of the semantics. In
[1] a global domain ontology describes the semantics of the domain. Another example is presented
in [7] where the knowledge base CYC [14] is used
as global domain model. In the global domain
model of these approaches all terms of a domain
are arranged in a complex structure. Each information source is related to the terms of the global
ontology (e.g. with articulation axioms [7]). But a
complex structure like an ontology can imply frequent and expensive modifications if e.g. a further
information source has to be integrated. These expensive modifications obstruct the desired flexibility and the “ad-hoc” integration requirement of the
mediator.
In OBSERVER [15] it is assumed, that a predefined ontology exists for each information source.
Consequently, new information sources can easily be added and removed. But the comparison
of the heterogeneous ontologies leads to many
homonym, synonym, etc problems, because the
ontologies use their own vocabulary.
Another drawback of current ontology–based integration methods is that they assume predefined
ontologies. But in reality a ontology must often be
acquired from scratch before the integration task
can be started. Furthermore, the development of
a global ontology is very costly because of the
3

required global agreement among all information
sources.
The integration approach presented here is characterized by the inclusion of the development of the
semantic source descriptions. In order to provide
the flexibility required, each information source is
described by its own application ontology but with
a common vocabulary globally available avoiding
the homonym and synonym problems.

3 MESA — Mediator Specification Assistant
3.1 Step one: Acquiring source semantics
An information source (IS) can be represented on
three layers (cf. [12]). The first layer consists of
the data and the syntactical structure of the IS. On
the third layer, primitive terms of the domain are
provided. The primitive terms are the vocabulary
which is used to describe the semantics of the concepts of the IS. The second layer contains the syntactic and semantic description of the IS, i.e. the
application ontology. It combines structural information from the first layer and semantic terms
from the terminology in the third layer into concepts; the primitive terms of the terminology are
annotated as labels to the concepts of the sources.
Figure 1 gives an overview.

Terminology

Concept Label

Source Descriptions

Mediator
Sources

Destination

Figure 1: The three levels

The structure of the description is as follows: Each For the construction of the labels the following
information item is an instance of a concept. Each five operations are supported: conjunction l1 u l2 ,
concept consists at least of a name, a label, a type disjunction l1 t l2 , negation :l1 , specialization
and a descriptor for the IS. Atomic concepts are l l , and aggregation l  l , where l l are la1
2
1
2
1 2
represented as:
bels (see also the leftmost column of Table 1). The
semantics of the operators is specified through a
<name,label,type>@source
projection to a variant of a description logic (see
Complex concepts are similar, but additionally e.g. [3, 5, 2]). The description logic (DL) is reinclude the list of the attribute–names and their stricted to concepts with only attributes (1:1 roles)
concept–descriptions:
and contains the following construction operators
C u D , C t D , :C , and 9f :C , where C D are con<name,label,’complex’,
cept terms and f is the name of an attribute. Valid
{attribute->concept,...}>@source
terminological axioms in the T -Box are C := D
and C < D . Then the projection function is reThe terminology consists of a small set of primicursively defined: For all simple labels consisting
tive terms only. These terms are arranged in a subof a primitive term from the terminology there exsumption taxonomy. Further mechanisms, howists a corresponding primitive concept term in the
ever, e.g. for aggregating primitive terms, are not
DL. All complex labels are projected according to
supported on the terminology layer (but on the
the third column of table 1.
second layer). The absence of more combination
operators simplifies the development and maintenance of the terminology, because a user is freed The terminology is implicitly projected by the
from the decision of how the terms of the termino- function . The projection function can easlogy should be arranged. As opposed to an on- ily be extended for concepts. The result of extology, no global agreement is needed about the tended function
is the pure semantic descripstructure of the terminology.
tion of a concept; the complete set of concepts of
More powerful combination operators are pro- an IS constitutes its application ontology in dedirectly describes
vided for the construction of the labels on the sec- scription logic statements.
ond layer. A label specifies the semantics of a con- a basic concept O = hn L(O ) ti@s by its la(O) = n := (L(O)). A complex
cept. Like other meta-data approaches (see e.g. bel
[20, 11]) a label can consist of a primitive term concept is a correlation of its label with the lafrom the terminology. But in contrast to existing bels of the concepts related by attributes: let
approaches a label can also be composed from the O = hn L(O ) ’complex’ fa1 ! O1 ::: am !
primitive terms using combination operators in or- Om gi@s be a complex concept. Then its corder to build more complex labels. With complex responding axiom in the application ontology is
labels a complex semantics can be attached to the
concepts.

( ) = ( ( )) := 9
9 m ( ( m )).

Because of the composition character of the semantics, the primitive terms in the terminology
can be reduced to a very small set consisting only
of the essential basic terms of a domain. The terminology provides the vocabulary for the semantic description, but the labels combine the terms
according to the structure and needs of an information source. The labels define the application
ontology of an IS.

Moreover, with the help of the projection labels
can be compared and verified. Useful tests are for
example: a label L(O ) of a concept O is valid
(:, (L(O ))is valid), the label of concept O1
subsumes the label of concept O2 (i.e. L(O2 ) v
L(O1 ) :,
(L(O2 )) v (L(O1 ))), and two
labels are equivalent (i.e. L(O1 ) = L(O2 ) :,
(L(O2 )) = (L(O1 ))).
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Table 1: Label terms and their corresponding terms in description logics

markets3 : NAME, VALUE, DATE, KEY, KIND, and
SECURITY. With those primitive terms and the
operators we can compose complex semantic information, for example a name for an investment
(NAME OF SECURITY) or a price of an investment (VALUE OF SECURITY).

The following simple example from the stock–
market domain illustrates how ISs are represented within the three layers. Three ISs are described: New York and Frankfurt, holding information about the stock–markets of New York and
Frankfurt, respectively. The third information–
source Broker represents a London broker, retrieving information from New York and Frankfurt and
mediating between them.
Both stock markets store the information in a (relational) database. In New York, each security is
stored by a ticker1 , its name, its kind of investment (i.e. ’S’ for stock and ’B’ for bond), a
date, and its price. In Frankfurt the information
is distributed among two tables. The first table
stores only the Wertpapierkennnummer (WKN),
which is semantically similar to the ticker but represented as an integer, and the name of the security. In the second table, the date and price of a
security are stored. Both tables are connected by
the WKN. So, in Frankfurt nearly the same data
as in New York is represented.

In the first step of the integration approach the
concepts in all ISs must be labeled. Consider the
name concept of the Frankfurt IS. The best semantic description our domain terminology offers
is a specification of the primitive term NAME with
respect to the investment SECURITY resulting in
the label (NAME OF SECURITY). This label is
attached to the name concept of the Frankfurt information source. Figure 3 shows the complete
labeling for all information sources.

Up to now, we haven’t dealt with the problem how
to find correct labels for concepts. But finding correct labels requires profound knowledge of both
the information source and the domain terminology. Normally a user does not have such knowledge and needs support in this task. A number of
Figure 2 provides an example for concepts in the software assistants must help the user.
information source Frankfurt. The data is dis- In general, these assistants do a heuristic classifitributed over two complex concepts that contain a cation task. They have to infer from the semancommon identifier which links both objects, equal tics of a concept from its syntax (i.e. its name and
to the key that is used in the data source itself. its type and — in case of a complex concept —
Since we haven’t assigned any semantics to the its attribute structure). Of course, this inference
concepts at this point, all labels are @nil2 . Our do- is absolutely impossible in general. But an assismain terminology consists of the following prim- tant can implement some heuristics and can sugitive terms that are taken from the domain stock– gest the user hypotheses. Then the user can de1
2

3
Only a subset of the actual terminology is shown as an
example

an alphanumeric identifier for stocks
Unassigned
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<frankfurt-market, @nil, complex,
{ wkn -> <wkn, @nil, integer>@frankfurt,
name -> <name, @nil, string>@frankfurt}>@frankfurt,
<frankfurt-prices, @nil, complex,
{ wkn -> <wkn, @nil, integer>@frankfurt,
price -> <price, @nil, integer>@frankfurt,
date -> <date, @nil, string>@frankfurt}>@frankfurt

Figure 2: Concepts in the IS frankfurt
<New_York-market, (SECURITY), complex,
{ tckr -> <ticker, (KEY OF SECURITY), string>@New_York,
nm -> <name, (NAME OF SECURITY), string>@New_York,
knd -> <kind, (SECURITY), char, {’S’, ’B’}>@New_York,
dt -> <date, (DATE), string>@New_York,
prc -> <price, (VALUE OF SECURITY), real>@New_York
}>@New_York
<Frankfurt-market, (SECURITY), complex,
{ wkn -> <wkn, (KEY OF SECURITY), integer>@frankfurt,
name -> <name, (NAME OF SECURITY), string>@frankfurt
}>@frankfurt,
<Frankfurt-prices, (SECURITY), complex,
{ wkn -> <wkn, (KEY OF SECURITY), integer>@frankfurt,
price -> <price, (VALUE OF SECURITY), integer>@frankfurt,
date -> <date, (DATE), string>@frankfurt
}>@frankfurt
<Broker-market, (SECURITY), complex,
{ name -> <name, (NAME OF SECURITY), string>@broker,
price -> <price, (VALUE OF SECURITY), integer>@broker,
date -> <date, (DATE), string>@broker,
}>@broker

Figure 3: Labeled concepts of all information sources
cide if he wants to accept a hypothesis or wants to cept a label is to be determined for is compared
reject it.
with a case-base of concepts. The case-base conFor example, a heuristic can try to conclude from tains concepts with labels already assigned. Based
the semantics of a concept from its name (and on similarity measures, these assistants decide
type). Obviously, an approach which uses only which of the cases is the most similar to the conthis kind of heuristic does not promise good re- cept at hand and then proposes the usage of that
sults. Another assistant can use a knowledge base case’s label to the user. The different heuristics
which contains knowledge about labeling of con- can be implemented in different similarity meacepts. But who acquires and maintains such a sures. Normally, the different similarity measures
are first weighted, then added and last normalized.
knowledge base?
The most promising approach seems to be assistants which use case-based reasoning techniques
because different heuristics can be realized and
easily combined. In case-based reasoning the con6

Once the user has decided on a label for the concept, this concept may be added to the case–base.
Through this adding the assistants improve their
skills — they learn the labeling.

Given a concept O1 and a case-base of already la- thus, Assistant 3 offers the possibility to compare
beled concepts, the goal is to find the case Ci that the names of attribute concepts instead of their lamatches O1 best to determine the label of O1 .
bels. The execution of this comparison is similar
to the one described above.
The first assistant is based on a comparison of the
names of concept O1 and case Ci . A semantic net
(in our case WordNet [16]) is used that arranges 3.2 Step two: Finding Semantic Interterms as nodes in a directed graph which are conCorrespondences
nected via different edges representing synonym,
hypernym (generalization) and meronym (part-of) In the second step of our approach, we try to
relationships. For any two terms, their distance, identify semantic inter–correspondences (SIC) bei.e. the length of the shortest path along a certain tween concepts of different ISs (cf. [19]). SICs
kind of edge connecting them, can be determined.
are the representation of the semantic relationship
The shorter this path, the more similar are the two
between two concepts from different ISs. They
terms compared. In order to be able to compare
are the means to describe the semantic differences
names, it may be necessary to decompose them
between the concepts as described above. Before
into their subparts as indicated by the occurrence
defining a classification of SICs, we first have a
of hyphens or underscores in the names. Each
more detailed look at the concepts between which
part of each name can then be compared with they are defined.
each part of the other and the results can be appropriately combined. Consider as an example A concept defined in an IS represents a set of
the Frankfurt-market concept and a case- all possible instances in the database. Each inbase containing the NewYork-market concept. stance of the concept represents a real-world obBoth concept names can be decomposed in two ject. Since the SICs describe the semantic differsubparts. The comparison of these subparts de- ence between two concepts, we focus on the realtermines that market and market are identical, world objects which provide the semantic basis for
i.e. their distance is 0, and that both New York the concepts, in the following referred to as extenand Frankfurt are children of the node city, sions of the concept.
their distance being 2. From this, the degree of We classify four kinds of SIC’s between concepts
similarity can be computed4 .
O and O (cf. [19]):
1

The second and third assistant try to determine
whether concept O1 and case Ci possess similar
attributes. Both compare the concept descriptions
of the attributes. Assistant 2 can be used with at
least some of these concepts that have been labeled already. In that case, it determines for each
labeled concept of an attribute of O1 whether Ci
possesses an attribute with the same or a similar
label. Obviously, the better the match for each
attribute and the higher the number of attributes
for which a match can be found, the more similar are the concepts. Again, these comparisons
can be quantified. At the beginning of the integration process, only few labeled concepts will exist,

2

Semantic equivalence: O1 O2 . The extensions of O1 and O2 are the same – the concepts therefore represent the same real-world
objects.
Semantic subsumption: O1
O2 . The extensions of O1 are a subset of the extensions
of O2 .
Semantic intersection: O1 \ O2 . The extensions of O1 and O2 overlap partially.
Semantic incompatibility: O1 6= O2 . The
extensions of O1 and O2 are semantically
incompatible, they are representing different
real-world objects.

4
The exact formula depends on the depth of the hypernym
hierarchy of the tool used.

7

These four SIC-types are sufficient since they
cover all useful relations between two concepts.
Note that an extension of a concept can only be
estimated and described by a user through e.g.
analyzing the data in the different information
sources.

is correct, the label of one of the regarded concepts
is not precise enough and needs to be refined. This
is done by choosing a primitive term from the terminology or creating a new primitive term which
is added to the terminology. The new term could
either replace the old label of the concept or could
be combined with one of the given operators AND,
The labels described in section 3.1 and the SICs
OR and NOT.
are in a close relationship to each other since labels can be verified by the SICs:
In the previously used example,
the
concept
<Broker-market>
is
used
from the
1. If two concepts are semantically equivalent to extract the information
and
<New York-market>
O2 ), then their labels have to be concepts
(i.e. O1
<Frankfurt-market>, and offers an inidentical (i.e. L(O1 ) = L(O2 )).
tegrated view on their data. The extensions of
2. If a concept O2 subsumes a concept O1 se- the concept <New York-market> cover stocks
O2 ) then the label of
mantically (i.e. O1
and bonds, and the concept has been labeled as
concept O1 is subsumed by the label of O2 (SECURITY). Assume, that the extensions of
(i.e. L(O1 ) < L(O2 )) .
the concept <Broker-market> cover stocks
3. If two concepts intersect semantically (i.e. only, while the concept has been also labeled
with the same label (SECURITY). The user,
O1 \ O2 ) then their labels overlap partially
taking only the extensions of the concepts into
(i.e. L(O1 ) AND L(O2 ) is valid).
consideration in order to establish a SIC (and
4. If two concepts are semantically incompati- not their labels), would create a semantic subble (i.e. O1 6= O2 ) then their labels are in no sumption correspondence (<Broker-market>
<New York-market>). But semantic subrelation (i.e. L(O1 ) AND L(O2 ) is not valid).
sumption implies subsuming labels and not identical labels. As a result, the label (SECURITY) for
the concept <Broker-market> is identified
Terminology
as insufficiently defined and requires refinement:
a new primitive term STOCKS is created which
replaces the old label. The primitive term will be
Concept Label
SICs
added to the terminology as a specialization of
SECURITY.
In this step of the integration method software assistants could also provide help for the user. There
are two ways how SICs could be automatically
identified:

Mediator
Sources

Destination

Figure 4: Semantic Inter-Correspondences
The user establishes SICs considering the extensions of the concepts instead of considering the
labels. If the SICs are established there might be
differences between the SICs and the labels of the
concepts. Assuming that a previously defined SIC
8

The first assistant relies on an abduction principle. It uses the implication between SICs
and labels in the ”inverse direction, i.e. abducting SICs from the labels. The assistant
compares the label of each concept in one information source with the labels of the concepts in the other information source. If the

equivalent labels are found, these two concepts may be considered semantically equivalent and the semantic-equivalence SIC will
be established.

obstacles to the widespread use of mediator-based
systems. In this paper, we have proposed a three–
step approach to acquire mediator specifications
and to gradually build a domain terminology at the
same time. The approach also allows the support
If labels are not available, the similarity of
of software assistants, which help a user to acquire
the concepts as discussed in the previous secand verify the semantics of information sources.
tion could be taken into consideration by an
assistant. The similarity measure between We have implemented a first prototype. The intwo concepts would need to exceed a certain tegration approach (without the assistants) is curthreshold-value to consider the concepts se- rently being evaluated by some users. Furthermantically equivalent. This way, a semantic- more, we started the delopment of a second prototyp which will include the couple of assistants
equivalence SIC could be established.
mentioned in this article.
Note, that the assistants make suggestions only.
All the SICs found this way have to be validated
by the user!
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